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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper the theory of infinite model-theoretic coforcing is 
presented and is used to study the metamathematical properties of free 
algebraic structures. In essence, coforcing is a precise description of the 
following heuristic construction of free algebras: Take a structure M, 
and take successive preimages of M that ruin all possible relations in M, 
and then go to the limit. This program suggests that the construction 
of free structures should somehow parallel the construction of alge- 
braically closed structures, since the latter are obtained by extending a 
given algebra by successively taking extensions to realize more and more 
existential sentences and then passing to the limit. 
Perhaps the most difficult aspect of this theory is to understand how to 
take the limit of a series of preimages of a given structure in a way that 
preserves the important logical properties of the structures in the series. 
In general, one does not want to take the usual projective limit, since in 
passing to the limit, one may introduce new elements that have little in 
common with elements in any of the structures in the series whose limit 
we are calculating. In Section 2 we describe a new limit construction that 
avoids these difficulties and has several other important metamathe- 
matical properties. In Section 3 we describe the infinite coforcing 
construction and derive a number of its useful attributes. We then 
characterize the cogeneric structures (i.e., those structures in which 
coforcing and satisfaction relations coincide). In Section 4 we introduce 
the joint preimage property and deduce many of its consequences. In 
Section 5 we introduce the negatively closed structures and the finite 
coforcing relation and describe the interrelationships between the classes 
of negatively closed structures and cogeneric structures relative to the 
two theories of coforcing. Finally, in Section 6 we compute a number of 
algebraic examples. 
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Although this paper is the third in the author’s series on projective 
model theory, it does not depend in any essential way on the results of 
[14] or [15]; the reader should be able to read this paper without 
familiarity with its two predecessors. 
1. BASIC NOTIONS OF PROJECTIVE MODEL THEORY 
Let L be a first-order language with individual variables (x,, , x1 ,...}, 
individual constants {u ,, , a, ,...}, finitary function symbols {fO , fr ,... >, 
finitary relation symbols {=, R, , R, ,...I, and the logical symbols 
&, “7 -2 V, and 3. The formulas and sentences of L are obtained by the 
usual formation rules. An L-structure S consists of a set 1 S 1 and a 
function F, which assigns to constant symbols a, elements as of 1 S 1, 
to n-ary function symbols f, operations f S on 1 S 1, and to n-ary relation 
symbols R, relations RS on 1 S I. Often when one is given a structure S, 
the interpretations of the function and relation symbols are clear from 
the context and need not be further specified; consequently, we will 
usually denote structures by pairs (S, B) where B = (biO , bil , bit ,...> 
is an enumeration of the elements of 1 S 1 that correspond to the constants 
{ai, , ai1 , aiB ,... }, which are interpreted in S. Also, we will denote the set 
of constants interpreted in (S, B) by CB , the element of C, corre- 
sponding to b E B by I+, , and the element of B corresponding to c E C, 
by b, . By possibly extending the set B we will always assume that B 
generates S (i.e., S is the least substructure of S that contains B and is 
closed under the operations). A sentence q~ of L is dejined in (S, B) if 
all of the constants in y are in C, . 
Often we shall need a related language E, which is obtained from L by 
replacing each relation symbol R by a new relation symbol R. We will 
regard L-structures as L-structures by letting IP be the complement of 
Rs. We shall often abuse the obvious equivalence between sentences of 
these two languages by referring to sentences of both of these languages 
as if they were sentences of the same language; when precision is 
necessary we will refer to the sentence v as either an L-sentence or an 
L-sentence. 
An L-sentence will be called positive if it is logically equivalent to an 
L-sentence that does not involve the negation symbol -. A negative 
sentence is one whose negation is positive. Note that a negative L-sentence 
is equivalent to an L-sentence that does not involve the negation symbol. 
Given an L-structure (S, B), D-(S, B) is the set of negative L-sentences 
that are defined and true in (S, B). 
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We will need a measure p of the complexity of E-sentences p), defined 
as follows: (i) If y is atomic, p(q) = 0; (ii) if v is 6 & #, p(q) = 
434 + p(#)I; (iii) if F is 0 v ~4 P(F) = 3+(e) + p(1G)I; (iv) if v is 
-0, p(q) = p(B) + 1; (v) if v is 3x8, p(y) = 2p(B); and (vi) if y is 
vxe, p(y) = 6p(8). Ob serve that y is an L-sentence that does not involve 
the negation symbol N if and only if p(v) = 0. 
Throughout this paper a theory K will be an at most countable, 
consistent set of sentences; moreover, by introducing Skolem functions, 
we will assume that K is a set of universal sentences. We also assume that 
every sentence of K is defined in all models (S, B) of K. 
Given two structures (S, B) and (S’, B’) with C,, C C, , and a function 
g with domain 1 S j and range / S’ j, we will call g a surjection if (i) for 
each constant a m C,? , g (a”) = as’; (ii) for each n-ary function symbolf 
and all elements s1 ,..., s, of 1 S j, glfs(s, ,..., s,)] = f”‘[g(sr) ,..., g(Sn)], 
and (iii) for each relation symbol R and all elements s1 ,..., s, of 1 S 1, if 
RS(s, ,..., s,) holds, then so does Rs’[g(s,),...,g(s,)]. A preimage of (S’, B’) 
is a structure (S, B) for which there exists a surjectiong: (S, B) + (S’, B’). 
The next three theorems are due to Lyndon [5, 61. 
THEOREM 1.1. An L-sentence 9 is positive if and only if for any 
L-structure (S, B) and any surjective image (S’, B’) of (S, B), ;f (S, B) + v, 
then (S’, B’) /= y. 
THEOREM 1.2. A sentence v is true in all surjective images of models of 
a theory K if and only if y is a consequence of a positive L-sentence that is a 
consequence of K. 
THEOREM 1.3. Any L-structure that satis$es all positive consequences 
of a theory K has an elementary extension that is a surjective image of a 
model of K. 
The following three corollaries to 1 .l-3 are proved in [14] using 
slightly different terminology. 
COROLLARY 1.4. An L-sentence F is negative if and only if whenever 
(s’, B’) I= F and (s, B) is a preimage of (S’, B’), then (S, B) /= rp. 
COROLLARY 1.5. A sentence v is a consequence of a negative L-sentence 
that is a consequence of the theory K zf and only if whenever (S’, B’) + 
K u iv> and (s, B) is a preimage of (S’, B’), then (S, B) + r,o. 
COROLLARY 1.6. Let (S, B) satisfy all negative L-sentences that are 
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consequences of a theory K. Then some elementary extension of (S, B) is a 
preimage of a model of K. 
Let g: (S, B) -+ (9, B’) b e a surjection; g is an elementary surjection 
if for each sentence v that is defined in (s’, B’) [and thus is defined also 
in (8, B)], (9, B’) /= q if and only if (S, B) + F. (The reader is 
cautioned that this definition differs slightly from the corresponding 
definition in [14] and [15]; the basic properties of elementary surjections 
are explored in these two papers.) 
2. THE PRINCIPAL ALGEBRAIC CONSTRUCTION 
In the introduction we alluded to a limit construction for sequences of 
surjections. This construction is based on the following scheme for 
producing the free group on a set X: We say X generates a group G via a 
function f if f is a function from X to G, and G is the closure off(X) 
under the group operations. Let (G, , f&, be a set of pairs such that for 
every group G generated by X via some function f, there is an index 
01 < y such that G g G, and the diagram 
f fE 
X 
commutes. Let P = JJmcv G, and let Q be the subgroup of P generated by 
the elements {(f,(x), fi(x),...) 1 x E X]. It is easy to verify that Q is the 
free group on X since it satisfies the universal mapping property of that 
group. (For details of this construction, see [l].) 
Now suppose that we have a (possibly transfinite) sequence 
6% 9 B&<Y of structures, indexed by the ordinal y, where if y > 01 > /I 
there is a surjection g,,: (S, , B,) + (SO , BB) such that whenever 
y > (Y > /? > /3’, the following diagram commutes: 
6% 9 Bfl) 
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Let P = JJIa,.v S, be the Cartesian product of the S, with the operations 
and relations defined componentwise. Let C* = (Ja<,, CB,. To each 
constant c E C* we associate a unique element (x1 , xp ,...) of P as 
follows: If c E cg, , let X, be the element of B, corresponding to c; if 
CWB,, choose fl > 01 such that c E C,, and let X, be gBol(xg). Let B* be 
the collection of such elements and let S* be the substructure of P 
generated by B *. We will denote this construction by (S*, B*) = 
lim*(& > 8%). 
In general, b*(S, , B,) q lim S, . For example, if y = w and all 
C, are countable, thenb*(S, , B,) is countable but lim S, need not be 
co&table. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that one is given a sequence (S, , B&,, of 
structures and surjections, as described above. Then (S*, B*) is a preimage 
of each (S, , B,) via the canonical surjection na which sends each sequence 
onto its ath component. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that one is given a sequence of structures 
(& , &)a<v as above for which each of the surjections g,, is an elementary 
surjection. Then the canonical maps n, are also elementary surjections. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the complexity of formulas of L: 
Suppose that ~(c, ,..., c,) is an atomic sentence in the vocabulary of some 
(8 , 4). If (s, , BJ k dcl ,..., 4, then (h, &) I== v(cl ,..., cm) for 
Th p> 
01 since the surjections are elementary surjections. Let 
1 ,***> b, be the elements of B corresponding to c1 ,..., c, . Since atomic 
sentences are positive we have v[g,&bJ,..., g&b,)] holds in (S,* , BBt) 
for /3’ < 01. Therefore b*(S, , B,) /= v(cl ,..., cm). Conversely, if 
lim*(S, B) I= dcl,..., cn) then for each (S, , B,) in which this sentence is 
defined, (& , 4 k v(cl ,..., cm), because (S, , B,) is a surjective image 
of (S”, B”). 
The argument for the cases in which v is of form 8 & 16, 0 v #, or 4 
is routine and will be omitted. Now suppose that IJI is (3x) 0(x, c1 ,..., cn). 
If v is defined in (S, , B,), (S, , B,) + IJJ if and only if (S, , B,) + 
e(t, cl ,..., c,) for some closed term t all of whose constants lie in C, . 
By inductive hypothesis, (S*, B*) p e(t, cr ,..., c,), and thuds, 
(S*, B*) k 9). Conversely, if (S*, B*) + 9, (S*, B*) + B(t’, cl ,..., cn). 
Since Cg* = Ua.+ Cg= , t’ is in the vocabulary of some (S, , BB) for 
some /3 > 01. By inductive hypothesis, (S, , BB) + e(t’, cr ,..., c,), and 
thus (S, , BB) t== F. Since 9 is in the vocabulary of (S, , B,) and since 
gsol is an elementary surjection, (S, , B,) + y. 
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THEOREM 2.3. Let K be a consistent elementary theory with no one- 
element models. Then the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(I) A set H of sentences in the vocabulary of K is equivalent relative 
to K to a set H’ of sentences of form 8 + # where B and # are positive. 
(II) Whenever {(& , &J),<, is a sequence of models of K u H, and 
there are surjections g,, as described above, then l&*(S, , BJ + H. 
Proof. (I) 3 (II): Suppose that for each 01, (S, , B,) + 8 --+ #. If for 
some 01, (S, , B,) + w-8, then for all /3 > (II (8, , BB) t= 49 and since 
(S*, B*) is a preimage of all of these structures, (S*, B*) + 4. 
Thus (S”, B*) t= 8-t #. N ow suppose that for each 01, (S, , B,) + 0 & z,b; 
to prove that (S*, B*) /= 0 & $, 't 1 su ffi ces to prove that (S*, B*) satisfies 
all positive sentences that are satisfied by every (S, , B,). This is done by 
induction on the complexity of formulas, and is very similar to the proof 
of 2.2. 
(II) 3 (I): Let H’ = (0 -+ # 1 8 and # are both positive L-sentences 
and K u H 6 B + #}. Then K u H I- H’ and we can prove 2.3 by 
proving that K v H’ t- H. 
Suppose that this is not the case. Choose a sentence y E H such that 
K u H’ u {-p)> = K,, is consistent. There cannot exist positive 
sentences 8, and #r such that K u H + 8, -+ #r but K,, u (0,) +J 
is consistent since K, 1 H’. Thus, by 3.5 of [15] for every CL+-saturated 
model M,, of K, of cardinal 6~ +, there exist p+-saturated models 
N,, /= K u H and M, /= K, and surjections Mr 40 NO -40 M,, such 
that h,g, is an elementary surjection. Continuing in this fashion one 
obtains 
*** + N l-+MI-+NO-+MO 
Let M* be b* of this chain. Then M* is also b* of the chains 
consisting of only the N’s and consisting of only the M’s. These latter 
two chains are chains of elementary surjections, and thus M*, MO , and 
NO are all elementarily equivalent. But MO + my and NO /= p; this 
contradiction implies the theorem. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let K be a universal theory with no one-element 
models. Then the class GF~ of homomorphic images of models of K is closed 
under applications of @* to chains of surjections of structures in ZK . 
Proof. Let PK be the class of models of the positive consequences 
of K. The structures of gK are all elementary substructures of objects in 
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ZK , by 1.3. Since K is universal, SK is closed under substructure, 9X 
and ZK coincide. Thus the class of structures in ZK with more than one 
element is an elementary class, with theory Kl . 
Now let 
*.* (XT, a -+ *-* + (81 , B,) -+ (So > &) 
be a chain of surjections of structures in XK . To prove u*(S,, B,) E SK 
it suffices to prove that this limit satisfies every positive consequence of K, 
since it will have more than one element by construction. Let y be a 
positive consequence of K. Then (S, , B,) + v for each 01 and, in fact, 
(S, , BJ b Vx(x = x) + v. Therefore, by the preceding theorem, 
b*(S, , B,) + V’x(x = x) -+ v, and thus b*(S, , B,) + y. 
3. INFINITE COFORCING 
Let K be a theory. Recall that K is assumed to be universal. Let 
% = (6% B) I (S, B) is a surjective image of a model of K). We now 
define the coforcing relation $1 between elements in ZK and E-sentences 
v defined in them, by induction on p(y): if p(p)) = 0, (S, B) $1 v if and 
only if (S, B) k v; if p(v) > 0, we have the following cases: 
(i) If y is 0&#, (S, B) $1 v if and only if (S, B) $1 8 and 
(S,B) =I16 
(ii) If v is 0v#, (S,B)=jly~ if and only if (S,B)==jIfl or 
(S, B) =/I 9 of both. 
(iii) If v is FM(x), (S, B) $1 y if and only if (S, B) $1 d(t) for 
some closed term t, all of whose constants lie in C, . 
(iv) If y is V&(x), (S, B) + / v if and only if (S, B) $ I 4x - O(x). 
[Note that p(4~ - 6) < p(Vd?).] 
(v) If y is -0, (S, B) $1 y if and only if no preimage of (S, B) 
coforces 8. 
N.B., in (v) it suffices to check that no preimage of cardinality at most 
sup{~~,S) coforces e.] 
LEMMA 3.1. 1f((s, B) $1 F, th en it is not the case that (S, B) $1 WT. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of (v) above. 
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LEMMA 3.2. If (S, B) $1 q~ and (S’, B’) is a preimage of (S, B), then 
w B’) $1 P 
Proof. Proceed by induction on p(y). If p(p)) = 0, the lemma follows 
from 1.4. If p(v) > 0, and v is of form 8 & #, 0 v #, 3x0, or Vx8, the 
argument is straightforward. Moreover, if v is w-8, and (S, B) $1 ~JJ, 
then no preimage of (S, B) can coforce f?. A fortiori, no preimage of 
(S’, B’) can coforce 8, and thus, (S’, B’) ==/I 9. 
A structure (S, B) in ZK is K-cogeneric, if for all sentences y defined in 
(S, B), (S, B) $I T or (8, B) $1 -v. 
THEOREM 3.3. Any structure in T& has a K-cogeneric preimage. 
Proof. Let (S, B) E % , and let TO,,, , vo,l , ~o.2 ,..., P)~.,I )... for h < p. 
be an enumeration of all sentences defined in (S, B). We now define a 
sequence {(So,, , Bo,.J, h < po} of preimages of (S, B). Let (So,, , B,,,) 
be (S, B). If h = v + 1, consider vo,” . If (So,, , B,,,) == [ P)~,” or 
let (S,,A , BOA) be (SO,” 9 B,,,). Otherwise, let (So,, , B,,,) be any preimage 
of (So,, , BO,J that coforces vo,V : If X is a limit ordinal, X = UVcA v, 
(M, , BA) = &*(M, , B,) where 01 < h. By 2.4 and 2.1 (So,n, B,,,) is 
in &K and is a preimage of all of the (So,, , BO,“) for v < h. 
Now let (S,,, , B,,,) be (So,,o, BO.up), and let v-y0 , R,~ ,..., R,A ,... for 
X < p1 be an enumeration of all sentences in the vocabulary of (S,,,, B,,,), 
and repeat the above construction, obtaining (S,,, , B,,,), (S,,, , B,,,), 
and so on. 
Now let (S*, B*) = lim*{(S,,, , &,)}. If v is a sentence in the 
vocabulary of (S*, B*), then 9 is already in the vocabulary of some 
aL0 > B,,o)t and thus either 91 or -F is coforced by (&+l,o, B,+l,o). 
Consequently, by 3.2, (S*, B*) is K-cogeneric. 
THEOREM 3.4. A structure (S, B) is K-cogeneric if and only if the 
sentences defined in (S, B) that are coforced by (S, B) are precisely the 
sentences satisfied by (S, B). 
Proof. If satisfaction and coforcing coincide for (S, B), then every 
sentence or its negation is coforced by (S, B), and (S, B) is K-cogeneric. 
Conversely, let (S, B) be K-cogeneric. We prove by induction on 
P(F) that (S, B) i= v, if and only if (S, B) $1 ~JL If p(v) = 0, the assertion 
follows from the definitions. If p(p)) > 0 and v is 9 & #, 0 v I,$ 3x8, or 
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VxO, the assertion is proved by a straightforward use of the inductive 
hypothesis. If q~ is -8, (S, B) +I v if and only if it is not the case that 
(S, B) =/I 0 (by K-cogenericity), if and only if it is not the case that 
(S, B) + 8 (by inductive hypothesis), if and only if (S, B) /= v. 
We say that a structure (S, B) coforces y weakly, (S, B) +I* q~, if 
(4 B) $1 N-P). The following facts are evident. 
LEMMA 3.5. (i) If (S, B) $[* q~, then not (S, B) $I* -y. 
(ii) If (8 B) iI v9 then (S, B) $I * v. 
(iii) If (S, B) is K- co g eneric, then for all v, (S, B) $I* v ;f and 
only if (S, B) $ I v. 
(iv> If (SYB) $1”9, and (S’, B’) is a K-cogeneric preimage of 
(S, B), then (S’, B’) $I v. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let g: (S’, B’) --t (S, B) be a surjection of K-cogeneric 
structures. Then g is an elementary surjection. 
Proof. Let CJJ be defined in (S, B). Then the following four conditions 
are equivalent: 
6% B) I= v 
NW =I1 (P 
(8’3 B’) $ I 9) 
(S’, B’) I= 9J 
The equivalence of the first and last statements shows that g is an 
elementary surjection. 
4. THE JOINT PRRIMAGE PROPERTY 
A theory K has the joint preimage property if any pair of models of K 
has a joint preimage that is also a model of K. Equivalently, K has the 
joint preimage property if for any pair (0, v> of negative L-sentences, if 
K u {O} and K u {CJJ} are consistent, then so is K u (8, p)}. 
LEMMA 4.1. Any Horn theory K has the joint preimage property. 
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Proof. Let (S, B) and (S*, B*) be models of K. Let C,, = C, n Cg,, 
C, = C, - Cg, and C, = C,, - C, . Let S’ be S x S*, and define B’ 
as follows: If c E C,, , let the corresponding element of B’ be (b, , b,*); if 
c E C, , let the corresponding element of B’ be (b, , a), where a is an 
arbitrary element of B*; if c E C, , let the corresponding element of B’ 
be (a, be*), where a is an arbitrary element of B; finally, define new 
constants and suitably extend B’ so as to obtain a generating set for S’. 
By construction, (S’, B’) is a model of K that is a joint preimage of 
(S, B) and (S*, B*). 
K has the co-amalgamation property if and only if for any pair of 
surjections of models of K 
(S”, B”) 
f” 
\ 
(SY B) (*) 
/ f 
(S’, B’) 
- - 
there is a model (S, B) of K and a pair of surjections such that the 
following diagram commutes: 
(S”, B”) 
(S, B) (8 B). 
\ / 
(s’, B’) 
LEMMA 4.2. If K is a Horn theory, then K has the co-amalgamation 
property. 
Proof. Suppose that we have a wedge of surjections as described 
above. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that C,n n C,* = C, 
(if not, rename the constants). Let S be the substructure of S’ x S” 
generated by the pairs (s’, s”) such thatf ‘(s’) = f "(s"). Define B as in the - - 
proof of the preceding lemma. Then (S, B) is a model of K since the 
class of models of K is closed under products and substructures. 
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The construction in the proof of the preceding Lemma is sometimes 
called the fibered product of S” and S’ over S. 
LEMMA 4.3. K has the co-amalgamation property if and only if when- 
ever (S, B) is a model of K, and q~ and # are negative L-sentences in the 
vocabulary of (S, B) such that K u (v} and K u {#} are consistent, then so 
is K u {TJ, 4). 
Proof. If K has the co-amalgamation property, then the condition is 
easy to verify. The converse follows from the Robinson joint consistency 
lemma. 
Let FK be the sentences in the vocabulary of K that are weakly 
coforced by all structures in yt”K . Clearly, FK is the elementary theory of 
the K-cogeneric structures. 
THEOREM 4.4. If K has the joint preimage property, then FK is a 
complete theory. 
Proof. Let (S, B) and (S’, B’) be K-cogeneric. Then these structures 
have preimages (S, , B,) and (Si’, B1’), which are models of K, and 
which, in turn, have a joint preimage (S, , B,). Let (S”, B”) be a 
K-cogeneric preimage of (S, , B,). Th en any sentence in the vocabulary 
of K that holds in either (S, B) or (S’, B’) must hold in (S”, B”), and 
thus, must hold in both (S, B) and (S’, B’). 
THEOREM 4.5. Let K have the co-amalgamation property and let 
(S, B) E tiK be K-cogeneric. If g: (S, B) -+ (S’, B’) is an elementary 
surjection, then (S’, B’) is also K-cogeneric. 
Proof. We show that for sentences y’, which are defined in (S’, B’), 
(S’, B’) 41 q~ if and only if (S’, B’) k q~. 
If ts’, B’) i I 4p, then (s, B) $ I cp, (s, B) I= y, and thus, (S’, B’) I=- up 
because g is an elementary surjection. Conversely, suppose that 
(S’, B’) /= q~. We prove by induction of p(q) that (S’, B’) 41 q~. If 
p(y) = 0, the assertion follows from the definitions. If p(y) > 0 and ~JI 
is of form 8 & #, 8 v 9, 3x0, or Vx8, the assertion follows by the usual 
inductive argument. Now suppose that 9 is 4. Since g is an elementary 
surjection, and (s’, B’) /= p, (S, B) /== q~ and (S, B) =+I ‘p. If it is not 
the case that (S’, B’) 41 y, then there is a preimage (S”, B”) of (S’, B’) 
such that (S”, B”) $1 0. S ince K has the co-amalgamation property, 
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- - 
there is a structure (S, B) E PK and a pair of surjections such that the 
following diagram commutes: 
(S”, B”) 
6% B) (S’, B’). 
(S, B) 
But then, (8, B) coforces both 8 and -6’. Since this is impossible, 
w9 B’) il 9. 
LEMMA 4.6. ~3~ is closed under the @* construction. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let K have the co-amalgamation property. Then the 
class c!?~ of K-cogeneric structures is the unique subclass of ZK having the 
following three properties: 
(i) Every structure in &K is a surjective image of a structure in 3K . 
(ii) Every structure in ZK that has an elementary preimage in gK 
is already in ~9~ . 
(iii) Every surjection between structures in 5!?K is an elementary 
surjection. 
Proof. The existence of the class gK follows from Theorems 3.3, 3.6t 
and 4.4. Suppose that 9 were another such class. Let (S,, , B,) E 9. Le, 
(S, , B,) E gK be a preimage of (S, , B,) by(i). Then let (S, , B,) E $4 be a 
preimage of (S, , B,), again by (i). Note of course that (S, , Bs) is an 
elementary preimage of (S, , I?,). Continue in this fashion, letting 
(&,I 9 &+d E SK be a preimage of (& , &d and (&+, , &+2) E 2 
be a preimage of ( &+r, B,,+J. Let (S*, B*) = &JI*{(&, I?,)}; (S*, B*) E 
lim*H&+l9 B,,+r)} and thus (S*, B*) E gK, by 4.6. On the other hand, 
(S*, B*) N !im*((& , B,,)), and the latter is a chain of elementary sur- 
jections. Thus by 2.2 (,I& , II,,) is the image of (S*, B*) under an elemen- 
tary surjection, for each i, and thus, (A’,, B,) E gK by (iii). Since (S,, , B,) 
was an arbitrary element of $4, we see 9 _C ‘ZZK . Since every element of 5?JK 
has a preimage in 9 n gK, 9 = gK by (ii) and (iii). 
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5. NEGATIVELY COMPLETE AND FINITELY COGENERIC STRUCTURES 
A structure (S, B) in & is negatively complete relative to K, if for 
each negative L-sentence q~ defined in (S, B), and for each preimage 
(9, B’) of (S, B), if (S’, B’) + q~, then (S, B) l= qx 
THEOREM 5.1. Every structure in A$ has a negatively complete 
preimage. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of 2.3. Let (S,,, , B,,,) be 
an arbitrary element of SK, and let ~~~~ , vO,i ,..., ~~~~ ,... for X < p. be 
an enumeration of all negative sentences defined in (So,, , B,,,). For 
A < p. we define preimages (So,, , BO,J by induction on X. If X = v + 1, 
and (So,, , BO,“) has a preimage that satisfies yo,” , let (So,, , B,,,J be such 
a preimage. Otherwise, let (So,n , Bo,A) be (So,, , BO,“). If X is a limit 
ordinal, h = LA v, let (so,, , B,,d be lim*{(So,, , BO,J). 
Let (Sl,, , B,,,) be (So,uo , Bo,,,>, and let ?l,o , yl,l ,... be an enumera- 
tion of the negative sentences defined in (S,,, , B,,,), and carry on the 
same construction to obtain (S,,, , B,,,) ,..., (S,,, , B,,,) ,... . Finally, 
obtain (S*, B*), just as in the proof of 3.3, and observe that (S*, B*) is 
negatively complete because any negative L-sentence defined in (S”, B*) 
is already defined in some (S,,, , B,,,) for some finite n. 
Let J& be the class of negatively complete structures. 
THEOREM 5.2. ‘CYK C MY. 
Proof. Let (S, B) E 99K , and let v be a negative L-sentence defined in 
(S, B). If (S, B) $1 y, then (S, B) + q. On the other hand, if (S, B) 41 
WY, then no preimage of (S, B) satisfies y; thus (S, B) E Jv;, . 
Now define the finite coforcing re1ation.l A condition relative to K is 
a finite set P of sentences such that K u P is consistent, where the 
sentences in P arel-sentences of p-rank 0. For L-sentences q~‘, all of whose 
function and relation symbols appear in K, we define P ---II ~YJ (P finitely 
coforces y) by induction on p(v). If p(v) = 0, P-Ij q~ if and only if 
q~ E P. If p(v) > 0, we have several cases to consider: 
(i) If v is 0 & #, P -119) if and only if P -11 B and P---II +. 
(ii) If qz~ is 8 v $, P -11 v if and only if P --II 0 or P ---I[ #, or both. 
(iii) If ‘p is (3x) e(x), P -[I v if and only if P--II O(t) for some closed 
term t. 
1 The reader is cautioned that the definition given herein differs somewhat from the 
definition given in Section 5 of [15]. 
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(iv) If q~ is (Vx) B(x), P -11 v if and only if, P---j -(3x) N O(x). 
(v) If y is m-8, P -11 v if and only if for no condition Q 2 P does 
Q -/I 8. 
A structure (S, B) E T& is Jinitely K-cogeneric if for each sentence 9) 
in the vocabulary of (S, B) there is a condition P defined and true in (S, B) 
such that P -11 v or P -11 -y. Alternatively, (S, B) is finitely K-cogeneric 
if and only if the sentences satisfied by (S, B) are precisely the sentences 
that are coforced by some finite condition defined and true in (S, B). 
Let 9K be the class of finitely K-cogeneric structures. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let g: (S, B) + (S’, B’) be a surjection between 
structures that arejkitely cogeneric elements of ZK . Theng is an elementary 
surjection. 
Proof. Let q~ be a sentence in the vocabulary of (S’, 23’). Any condi- 
tion that is defined and true in (S’, B’) is also defined and true in (S, B). 
Thus, since both structures are finitely cogeneric, for any sentence that 
is defined in (S’, B’), (S’, B’) + 9) if and only if (S, B) + v. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let K have the co-amalgamation property. If (S, B) E 9K 
and ifg: (S, B) -+ (S’, B’) is an elementary surjection, then (27, B’) E flK . 
Proof. Let P(c, ,..., cn) be a condition defined and true in (S, B), 
where ci ,..., c, are the constants that appear in P but not in Cgt . Let 
Wl ,***, c,J be the conjunction of the sentences of P. If x1 ,..., x, are new 
variables, then (3x,) **a (3x,) Y((x, ,..., x,) is an E-sentence of p-rank 0 
which is defined in (S’, B’) and true in (S, B). Since g is an elementary 
surjection, this new sentence also must be true in (S’, B’). Call a choice 
t, >**a, t, of closed terms in the vocabulary of (S’, B’) an appropriate 
choice for P if (S’, B’) + Y(tI ,..., tJ. For each appropriate choice 
4 ,***, t, , P(t1 ,---, tn) is a condition that is defined and true in (S’, B’). 
Let q~ be an.Gsentence that is defined and true in (S’, B’). By induction 
on p(p)) we prove that there is a condition P(c, ,..., cm) defined and true in 
(S, B) such that P(c, ,..., c,) -11 F, and for all appropriate choices 
t, ,***, 4% , P(t1 ,***> t,) ---II 3). This will show that (S’, B’) E 9K . 
First suppose that p(y) = 0. Since (S’, B’) + y’, (S, B) + q~, and we 
may take P to be {q+. Now suppose that p(v) > 0. If y is 0 & 4, choose 
conditions P and Q that satisfy the inductive hypothesis for 0 and #, 
respectively. Since K has the co-amalgamation property, P u Q is a 
condition, and P u Q ---II q~. Moreover, any appropriate choice for 
P u Q is an appropriate choice for both P and Q. Therefore, if t, ,..., t, 
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is an appropriate choice for P u Q, (P U Q)(ti ,..., tn) -11 y. A similar 
argument applies if q~ is 0 v 4. 
Now suppose that v is (3x) 19(x). Since (S’, B’) k 9, (s’, B’) + e(t) 
for some closed term t, and also (S, B) /= e(t). By the inductive hypo- 
thesis, we may choose P such that P-I/ e(t), and for all appropriate 
choices t, ,..., t, , P(tl ,..., tn) --/I O(t). But then, the corresponding 
statements in which e(t) is replaced by 9 are also true. 
Next, suppose that 9, is -0. Since (S, B) + 9, choose P defined and 
true in (S, B) such that P ---]I v. Suppose that for some appropriate 
choice t I ,..., t,, it is not the case that P(tl,..., tn) --II p Let Q 2 P(tl ,..., tn) 
coforce 8. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that P and Q share 
no constants other than those in C,* . Since K is a universal theory with 
co-amalgamation, P u Q is a condition, and P u Q coforces both 0 and 
w-8; this contradiction forces us to conclude that for all appropriate 
choices t, ,..., t, , P(tl ,,,., t,) --II y. A similar argument applies if ‘p 
is (VX) ecx). 
LEMMA 5.5. PKCJv;,. 
Proof. Let (S, B) E SK. If v is an L-sentence of p-rank 0, which is 
true in a preimage of (8, B), then (~1 is a condition; moreover, for any 
condition P defined and true in (8, B), P u (v} is also a condition. 
Thus no condition defined and true in (S, B) and coforce ~9). Since 
(8, B) is finitely cogeneric, some condition defined and true in (S, B) 
coforces v’, and thus, (S, B) /= rp 
Let g: (S, B) --+ (S’, B’) be a surjection. We say that (S’, B’) is 
negatively closed in (S, B) via g if for all E-sentences q of p-rank 0, if 
(8, B) + q, then (S’, B’) + y. Of course, a negatively complete structure 
is negatively closed in all of its preimages. Note that if (S’, B’) is nega- 
tively closed in (S, B) via g, then any condition P that is defined and true 
in (S, B) can be translated into a condition P’ which is defined and true 
in (9, B’) by the “appropriate choice” construction used in the proof 
of Theorem 5.4. 
We consider the following hypothesis: 
(a*) If g: (S, B) -+ (9, B’) is a surjection, where (S, B) E gK 
and (S’, B’) is negatively closed in (S, B) via g, and if P -11 v, where P 
is a condition defined and true in (S, B) and ‘p is defined in (9, B’), then 
there is a condition P(c, ,..., c,) defined and true in (S, B) such that 
P---II F and for all appropriate choices t, ,..., t, for P via g, 
Q)..., L> -II P* 
607117/3-s 
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LEMMA 5.6. Hypothesis (w) holds if and only if whenever (S’, B’) is 
negatively closed in an element of flK , then (S’, B’) E & . 
Proof. The proof that (**) implies the cogenericity of (S’, B’) is 
similar to the proof of 5.5. For the converse, note that if (S’, B’) is 
cogeneric, then every sentence defined and true in (S’, B’) is coforced 
by a condition that is defined and true in (S’, B’). Since such conditions 
are also defined and true in (S, B), and the latter structure is also 
cogeneric, the lemma follows. 
Hypothesis (w) is known to hold for several well-known theories, 
including semigroups, abelian groups, and divisible abelian groups. 
THEOREM 5.7. If K has the co-amalgamation property, (w) holds for 
K, andifgKCsK, then 9K = FK = .A$. 
Proof. Let (S’, B’) E J& and let (S, B) E 9YK be a preimage of 
(S’, B’); (S, B) ’ 1s a so in &.K . Then by (w), and lemma 5.6, (S’, B’) E &. 1 
Therefore, by 5.3, the surjection from (S, B) to (S’, B’) is elementary, 
and by 4.4, (S’, B’) E 9K. Consequently, Jlr, _C 9YK n FK; by 5.5 and 
5.2 we may conclude that J& = gK = 9$. 
Let K be a Horn theory. Since we have supposed that K is also a 
universal theory, the class of models of K is closed under products and 
substructures. We may then carry out the construction of the first 
paragraph of Section 2 to obtain the free model of K on a set X. From the 
construction, it is clear that every element of ZK has a free model of K 
as a preimage. Moreover, if (S’, B’) is in A$, then (S’, B’) must be free 
on the set B’ for every relation that holds in (S’, B’) must also hold in 
any free preimage of (S’, B’). Moreover, if (S, B) is a free model of K on 
B, and B is infinite, (S, B) E J& . 
THEOREM 5.8. Let K be a Horn theory. Then 3’K = &. 
Proof. By the discussion preceding this theorem, and by Theorems 5.5 
and 5.2, every element of YK u TK is free. If we can show that all of the 
free models of K on infinite sets X lie in gK n SK, then it will follow 
that any finitely generated element of gK u SK lies in +YK n &; it will 
be the image of an element of gK n SK under a surjection that we know 
must be elementary. 
It is easy to see that if (S, B) and (S’, B’) are free models of K on the 
sets B and B’, B’ C B, and B’ is infinite, then the surjection from (S, B) 
onto (S’, B’) that fixes the elements of B’ and sends all of the elements of 
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B - B’ onto one fixed element of B’ is an elementary surjection. The 
proof proceeds by induction on the p-rank of z-sentences q~ defined in 
(S’, B’); the only case that is not routine is the case in which ~(9) > 0 
and v is (3x) O(X). If (S’, B’) + rp,, then (S’, B’) + e(t’) for some closed 
term t’ defined in (S’, B’), and (S, B) /= O(t’) by inductive assumption; 
thus (S, B) /= v. Conversely, if (S, B) + y, then (S, B) /= B(t) for some 
term t defined in (S, B). Let cr ,..., c, be the constants in C, - Cgl 
which appear in t, and let dl ,..., d, be constants in C,! which do not 
appear in e(t). Let a, ,..., a, and b, ,..., b, be the elements of B that 
correspond to these two lists of constants. The map h: B ---f B defined 
by h(x) = x for x 6 {q ,..., a, , b, ,..., b,), h(q) = bi, and h(bi) = a, 
for i = 1, 2,..., n induces an automorphism of (S, B). Therefore, 
(S, B) t= e(f), w  h ere iis obtained by replacing each occurrence of ci by d4 
for i = 1, 2,..., n. By inductive assumption, (9, B’) + e(r), and thus, 
(S’, B’) t= P 
Since every element of PK has an infinitely cogeneric preimage, it 
follows that every free model of K on infinitely many generators lies 
in gK, by 4.4. 
To see that every free model of K on infinitely many generators is 
finitely cogeneric, one must show that every sentence g, or its negation 
which is defined in (S, B) is codorced by a condition that is defined and 
true in (S, B). Suppose that no condition P that is defined and true in 
(S, B) coforces either q~ or -F. Thus, there is a condition Q, not 
necessarily defined in (S, B), that coforces 9. By changing constants as 
we did above, we may transform Q into a condition Q’ which is defined in 
(S, B) and which also coforces rp. Since Q is a set of negative L-sentences 
consistent with K, Q must be satisfied in every free model of K of 
sufficiently large cardinality. Thus, Q’ is true in (S, B) by the existence 
of elementary surjections proved above. Thus, there is a condition Q’ 
defined and true in (S, B) which coforces y. Theorem 5.8 is now proved. 
COROLLARY 5.9. If K is a Horn theory and (M) holds for K, then 
2zK = FK = & . 
6. EXAMPLES 
First, let K be any projectively model complete theory, such as the 
theory of nontrivial vector spaces over a field. Then, by the test for 
projective model completeness (Theorem 2.4 of [14]), the class dVK is 
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precisely the class of all models of K. Moreover, the classes Jy;c , $?ZK, 
and SK all coincide. 
Next, let K be the theory of divisible abelian groups. By an easy 
computation, MK is the class of torsion-free divisible abelian groups of 
rank > 1. Moreover, since this new theory is projectively model complete, 
the classes J$ , gK , and FK all coincide. 
For the remainder of this section I( will be the following theory of 
groups: K has no relation symbols other than equality, and K has the 
binary function symbol * and the unary function symbol -l. The constants 
will be (1, a, , a, , us ,..., a, ,..., v < p}, where p ranges over the ordinals. 
The axioms of K are the following: 
vx, y ,  z[(x *  y) *  z = x -  (y l x ) ]  
Vx[x * x-l = l] 
Vx[x-1 * x = l] 
Vx[x - 1 = x] 
K is evidently a Horn theory in Skolem normal form. 
Let p be a cardinal; by the construction at the beginning of Section 2, 
the free group F, of rank p is obtained as follows: Let A = {groups 
generated by the symbols a,, ur ,..., a, ,..., v < p}. Let P = nAcn h and 
let F, be the substructure of P generated by the sequences 
<a, , a, ,..J 
for v < t.~. By a severe abuse of notation we denote the sequence (a,, a,,...) 
by a,. Since every group is isomorphic to a group generated by an 
initial subset of the {a,+}, we will assume that for every structure (S, B) in 
SK that B = (1, a, , a, ,..., a, ,..., v < p} for some cardinal p; moreover, 
we will abbreviate the notation (S, B) to just S. 
THEOREM 6.1 ([9], Corollary 2; [13], Theorem C). If p > 2, then 
FuE.,y^,. 
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THEOREM 6.2. If a group is negatively complete, then it is a free group 
of rank 22. 
Proof. Let G be negatively complete and be generated by the letters 
(1, a0 , al ,..., a, ,.-, v < p}. Then p >, 2 for otherwise G is abelian, and 
every abelian group has a nonabelian preimage. If G is not freely 
generated by the letters indicated, then G satisfies a nontrivial relation, 
G I= t(ail ,..., ac,) = 1, where not +K t(a,l ,..., ai,) = 1. Thus F,, + 
t(ail ,..., a,%) # 1, by [9], Theorem 2. Since F, is a preimage of G, G 
cannot be negatively complete. 
Note that the theory K has elimination of quantifiers for positive (and 
therefore negative) sentences by [13], Theorem B. 
THEOREM 6.3. The free groups of inJinite rank lie in ~9’~ = 9K . 
Proof. This is proved for a general Horn theory Kin the proof of 5.8. 
THEOREM 6.4. If (w) holds for the theory K of groups, then the 
elementary theory of nonabelian free groups is complete. 
Proof. If (w) holds, then gK = Jr/-, . Since K is a Horn theory the 
theory of gK is complete. 
THEOREM 6.5. If (w) holds, then the identity embedding of the free 
group F, into F,e is an elementary embedding, for 2 < p < p’. 
Proof. If (w) holds, then each of these groups lies in gK . Con- 
sequently the surjection g: F,f -+ F, given by g(ac) = a, for i < p, and 
g(aJ = 1 for j > p is an elementary surjection. Thus, the identity 
embedding of F, into F,* is an elementary embedding. 
It has been conjectured by A. Tarski that the conclusions of 6.5 and 
6.6 are true. 
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